
AZIMUTH 
 
Cosmic:  Azimuth (1w) 
  Dream Fugue (2w) 
 *Astral Presence, only when sleeping (2w) (-3 injury) 
 *Child of Qinlao, wants to force human evolution (2w) 
 
Person:  Calvin Wu (17) 
  Psychologist (2w) 
  Police Investigations (19) 
  Internet Conspiracy Groups (18) 
 *Brother Ken, a social worker, estranged since father's death (13) 
  Curious (13) 
 
Super:  Doorkeeper (13) 
  Precognitive (14) 
  Matter Phasing (15) 
  Force Manifestation (13) 
 
DEMITHIAS 
 
Cosmic: Demithias, Last Survivor of the Primers (1w) 
  Being of pure energy (2w) 
  Wielder of the Spark of Creation (7w) 
  Faster than Light Travelling (13) 
 *Protector of Theran, but they all died because of him 
 
Person: Steven Baxter (17) 
  Astrophysics Proffesor (18) 
 *Mentor of Elena Mendez, astrophysics prodigy (18) 
 *Fascinated by Humanity, but doesn't know how to save them (18) 
 *Has lived on Earth for a lomng time (18) 
 
Super: Primoridal Energy (13) 
 Energy Blast (13) 
 Matter Manipulation (16) 
 Instant movement (15) 
 
ZEBEDIAH INFINITY 
 
Person: Zebediah Infinity, Herald of the new prog (1w) 
  Disenchanted (4w) 
  Diamonds, ex-girlfriend (8w) 
 *Magnificent presence, but causes resentment and hostility (2w) 
  Won't return home (13) 
  Futures Past, Proggresive rock band I'm lead singer of (13) 
 
Cosmic: Bearer of the Head of Eternus, a dead Time Warrior (17) 



  Pursued by Orn, a time creature from my past (18) 
 *Penetrate Time, limited to a few hundred years either way, Unless fleeing (18) 
 
Super: Time Warrior activation Gems (13) 
  Stasis Rays (17) 
  Destructor beams (13) 
  Fly through space (13) 
 *Rewind wounds, but makes my memoris stronger (13) 
 
EARTH'S FIRST MIND/THE SILURIAN 
 
Earth's First Mind - 1W 
2W Servant of Sentience 
3W Strides the Abyss of Time [cur damage -3] 
2W Survivor of Extinction 
 
The Silurian - 17 
18 Reads memories NOT thoughts 
18 Vast Knowledge, but (problem) hard to recall 
+3 - 1W Terrifying Visage 
+1 18 Trigger or Remove memory 
+2 - 19 Manifested Body 
 
Thing out of time - 13 
+3 - 17 Relateable, but (problem) alien 
+1 - 14 Empathetic to individuals, but (problem) annoyed with (and annoying to) larger groups 
+1 - 14 Secret supporter of female CEO of Global Ocean Action 
 


